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IPF: Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

CPFE: Combined Pulmonary Fibrosis and Emphysema 

AIP: Acute Interstitial Pneumonia 

DIP: Desquamative Interstitial Pneumonia 

NSIP: Non-Specific Interstitial Pneumonia 

LIP: Lymphocytic Interstitial Pneumonia 

COP: Cryptogenic Organising Pneumonia 

RBILD: Respiratory Bronchiolitis Interstitial Lung Disease 

IPPFE: Idiopathic Pleuroparenchymal Fibroelastosis

“Other forms of ILD are available….” 

😱



YEAR IN REVIEW

“let’s look at the classification of Interstitial Lung Disease….”



What is IPF?

• Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) is an 
incurable, progressive form of Interstitial 
Lung Disease (ILD) 

• There are >200 causes of ILD, but IPF is 
the single commonest type (possibly 
2-7/10,000 people) 

• No Māori specific data available  

• Usual age at presentation is 50-70 years 
with males affected more commonly than 
females 

• Most patients will have smoked at some 
stage in the past 

• Idiopathic means of no known cause - 
this is not a disease directly caused by 
smoking 

• Average life expectancy after diagnosis is 
2.5 years; death usually respiratory failure 

• Acute exacerbations (non-infective) are 
very dangerous 

• The factors that make me suspicious are 
usually degree of breathlessness 
compared to spirometry, and 

• persistent “velcro” crackles audible 
through the stethoscope



Near patient screening for IPF



Spirometry may be (surprisingly) normal or restricted. 

Chest x-rays may be only subtly abnormal 
4

Breathlessness and dry cough are common features 

Patients may have clubbed fingers

The crackles are a vivid reminder of the  

effort that these patients put in to breathing 
2

1 3 This is a progressive scarring process with 
replacement of normal lung tissue with stiffened, 
thickened lung tissue

What is IPF?



High resolution CT scanning is the key investigation 
(not a CT pulmonary angiogram!). Wait times are 
often long for ‘routine’ HRCT; access usually via 
hospital specialists.

4

Spirometry is useful (mostly in terms of excluding 
airflow obstruction diseases) - cheap, easy, near-
patient testing. Change in FVC over time is a useful 
measure of disease trajectory

ILD-MDMs need a high caseload - strong case for 
smaller regional hospitals calling in to a larger centre 
for support in diagnosis and decision making

2

1 3
Nailing the exact subtype of ILD is difficult and 
requires collaboration amongst a diagnostic 
multidisciplinary team - radiology, pathology, 
respiratory physicians, respiratory specialist nurses, 
rheumatologists etc

Getting the diagnosis right



In NZ this may mean 1-3 centres need to take the 
lead. Currently no funding mechanism to do so. 4

The older and wiser the better. After 20 years (!) of 
frequent MDMs, members approach “expert” level…

And just occasionally it’s very easy….2

1 3
Sometimes, surgical biopsies (or possibly 
cryobiopsy) will still be needed - especially in non-
IPF ILD. 

Getting the diagnosis right: ILD-MDMs



IPF 
on 

HRCT





Other forms of ILD are available…. 



Treatments



Best supportive care vital, often from 
point of diagnosis 

Particularly for cough and 
breathlessness; high flow 

supplementary oxygen (challenging 
out of hospitals) 

Extensive whanau support required 

PALLIATIVE SUPPORT

The best treatment for selected 
patients 

Increasingly difficult technically with 
age 

Significant expense and massive 
physical and psychological 

investment by patients and whanau 

Perception of fixed age cut-offs may 
result in inappropriate non-referral 

LUNG TRANSPLANT

Treatment of IPF

Pulmonary rehabilitation is effective in improving quality of life (breathlessness, exercise capacity), and is 
safe in ILD.

ANTI-FIBROTIC 
THERAPIES

Pirfenidone (available on Special 
Authority as of Jan 1st 2017) and 

Nintedanib (possibly available under 
a compassionate access program 

from the supplier) slow down rate of 
progression, but commonly have 

side effects 

New drugs under investigation (e.g. 
pamrevlumab) showing much 

promise



“Medicine used to be simple, ineffective, and relatively safe.  

It is now complex, effective, and potentially dangerous.”

Emeritus Professor of Paediatric Nephrology, 
Chair Great Ormond Street Hospital

SIR CYRIL CHANTNER



Medical therapies

PROF MARVIN 
SCHWARZ

ATS Denver 2015
Duke University

“Man we didn’t know what we 
were doing… nothing worked so 
we didn’t think we could make 
things that much worse” 

“We were wrong about that one” 

Many trials negative; good 
information about what doesn’t work 
in IPF (as opposed to other ILD) 

• Steroids 

• Bosentan 

• Azathioprine 

• Cyclophosphamide 

• Mycophenolate 

• etc

HISTORICAL CONTEXT



Pivotal (positive!) trials in IPF
ASCEND

Powered for decline in FVC as primary endpoint; 
pirfenidone 2403mg/day (801mg tds) vs placebo, 52 weeks

Powered for decline in FVC as primary endpoint; 
pirfenidone 1197-2403mg/day vs placebo, 72 weeks

Powered for decline in FVC as primary endpoint; 
nintedanib 150mg bd, 52 weeks

INPULSISCAPACITY





Support



2018 ONWARDSAILSA PITCHER - 2011

Support

Watch this space….



110.65

Global perspectives



Unmet needs in IPF

discordant clinical 
picture, insidious 

breathlessness, cough, 
clubbing 

CLINICAL 

May be unexciting

ASSESS 
SPIROMETRY, CXR

Expert help

HRCT 
 ILD-MDM

Proctive management 
of side effects

AGREE 
THERAPY

Advanced care 
planning, palliative 

opiates, oxygen 

CHRONIC DISEASE 
MANAGEMENT

Improve diagnosis and treatment access; 
integration of holistic and palliative care



• Getting the wrong (or 
correct but delayed) 
diagnosis slows access to 
therapies 

• Wrong treatments are 
potentially harmful

• Pulmonary rehabilitation 
has logistical challenges - 
but is greatly valued by 
patient groups - 
physically, socially and 
mentally  

• Formal multidisciplinary 
care remains fragmented

• Emotional supports and 
psychosocial interventions 
rarely funded 

• Need for IPF specific 
patient information for 
patients and whanau

• the ‘cancer spotlight paradox” 
leads to delayed access to 
HRCT (e.g. 6/12 

• Need for guidelines on 
diagnosis and treatment in 
Aotearoa with infrastructure 
for ILD-MDMs 

Pitfalls



Spirometry, rapid access to diagnostic imaging, 
multidisciplinary involvement in diagnosis 

Diagnostic Pathways

Reduce rate of deterioration, 
reduce exacerbations

Antifibrotic 
therapies

Evidence based significant improvements in QoL 

Pulmonary Rehabilitation, Education 
and Whanau support

including oxygen delivery 
systems, end of life care and 

Advanced Care Planning

Palliation
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Many thanks



If present throughout the inspiratory time and 
persisting after several deep breaths, and if 
remaining present on several occasions 
several weeks apart in a subject aged ≥60 yrs, 
bilateral fine crackles should raise the 
suspicion of IPF and should lead to 
consideration of a chest radiograph and/or high 
resolution computed tomography of the chest 
(more sensitive than the chest radiograph, 
which may falsely reassure the patient). 

It is time that the stethoscope draped around 
the neck of physicians, which tends to be used 
for identification purposes rather than for 
medical diagnosis, be also the (presently only) 
genuine tool for an earlier diagnosis of IPF, the 
prerequisite for earlier treatment, and maybe 
for improvement of the long-term clinical 
outcome of this dreadful disease.




